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The Circle of Willis is a ring-like structure of blood vessels found beneath the hypothalamus at the base of the brain.  Its main function is to distribute oxygen-rich arterial blood to the cerebral mass.  A one-dimensional model of the Circle of Willis has been created to simulate a series of possible clinical scenarios such as occlusions in afferent arteries, absent or string-like circulus vessels, or arterial infarctions.  The model captures cerebral haemodynamic auto-regulation by using a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller to modify efferent resistances and maintain optimal efferent flowrates for a given circle geometry and afferent blood pressure. Results match limited clinical data and results obtained in prior studies to within 6%.  In addition, a set of boundary conditions and geometry is presented for which the auto-regulated system cannot provide the necessary efferent flowrates and perfusion, representing a condition with increased risk of stroke and highlighting the importance of modelling the haemodynamics of the Circle of Willis.  The system model created is computationally simple so it can be used to identify at-risk cerebral arterial geometries and conditions prior to surgery or other clinical procedures.
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1.	Introduction

The Circle of Willis (CoW) is a ring-like structure of blood vessels found beneath the hypothalamus at the base of the brain.  Its main function is to distribute oxygen-rich arterial blood to the cerebral mass.  Although the brain comprises only approximately 2% of the total body mass, it demands approximately 20% of the body’s oxygen supply.  If the brain cells are starved of oxygen for more than a few minutes due to decreased flow and/or perfusion pressure, they become permanently damaged.  

Figure 1 shows a basic schematic representation of the CoW including efferent (outflowing) and afferent (inflowing) arteries.  A sign convention for flow around the circle has been indicated, afferent and circulus arteries are shown with non-variable resistances, and efferent arteries are shown with variable resistances. 







Afferent arteries supply the circulus arteries with fresh oxygen-rich arterial blood from the heart.  The circulus arteries distribute oxygenated blood from the afferent arteries to the efferent arteries through the CoW.  Irrespective of pressure variations in the afferent vessels, the circulus vessels allow for a constant supply of blood to the cerebral mass via the efferent vessels, by vaso-constriction and vaso-dilation of the arterioles in the individual brain territories they supply.  

The circle is composed of the Anterior Communicating Artery (ACoA), Left and Right proximal Anterior Cerebral Arteries (LACA1 and RACA1, respectively), Left and Right Posterior Communicating Arteries (LPCoA and RPCoA, respectively), and Left and Right proximal Posterior Cerebral Arteries, (LPCA1 and RPCA1, respectively).  The communicating arteries are much smaller than the other vessels within the CoW, and hence, as will be seen in Section 2, have a higher resistance.  As the PCoA’s and ACoA’s have a reduced diameter, they are more likely to appear string-like in many healthy individuals.  

While many individuals have a complete CoW geometry, it is not uncommon for some arteries to be restricted or omitted (van der Zwan and Hillen, 1991).  Of the circulus vessels, the communicating vessels have a higher occurrence of omission (Alpers and Berry 1963; Riggs and Rupp 1963; Battacharji et al., 1967).  Physiological data has shown that although the circle can be symmetric in configuration, it is very common for the actual dimensions, and hence resistance values, to vary from the left to the right side in the ACA1, PCoA and PCA1 arteries.

The purpose of the efferent arteries is to deliver arterial blood from the CoW to the cerebral tissue.  There are six efferent arteries: a distal Anterior Cerebral Artery (ACA2), a distal Posterior Cerebral Artery (PCA2) and a Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) on both the left and right sides.  The four vascular territories supplied by the six efferent arteries are the lateral, medial, superior and inferior territories.  Each of the territories obtains blood supply from the MCA’s, ACA’s and PCA’s. The lateral, superior and inferior territories are irrigated mainly by the MCA’s, and the medial territories are irrigated mainly by the ACA’s (Ketchum, 2003).  Note that each efferent artery predominantly supplies a particular cerebral volume and there is no redundancy in that supply, however there is some collateral supply across the brain at the level of the arterioles.

The great benefit of the circle structure lies in its ability to redirect blood from the afferent vessels to any region of cerebral tissue suffering an oxygen deficiency to maintain a constant supply of oxygenated blood to all parts of the cerebral mass.  This constant supply is achieved for a given artery by a process known as auto-regulation where the resistance in small vessels branching from efferent arteries changes by either vaso-dilation or vaso-constriction.  These changes enable an optimal reference flowrate to be maintained through each efferent artery to the cerebral tissue it supplies by changing the downstream resistance.  Note that this form of control is decentralised, such that each of the territories must be satisfied independently of the requirements of the other territories. 

To perfectly model the full distribution of vessels throughout the cerebral mass, every vessel out to the smallest arterioles would be incorporated in the model.  The CoW supplies a large network of interconnected vessels, which branch from the efferent vessels.  In this study, the vessels supplying cerebral tissue have been reduced to the six main efferent vessels, due to lack of physiological data, as well as for geometric simplicity and reduced computation.  Each of the six efferent vessels in the model contains a time varying peripheral resistance to encompass the effects of the arterioles and capillaries and their auto-regulation function; essentially a ‘lumped parameter’ model.
  
Ideal distribution of blood depends largely on the anatomical structure of the CoW being complete and in the same configuration shown in Figure 1.  This configuration is referred to as the balanced configuration.  However, it should be noted that only approximately 20% of dysfunctional brains (Riggs and Rupp, 1963) and 50% of normal brains (Alpers et al., 1959) exhibit a balanced configuration. Many different types of abnormalities have been observed, such as absent vessels, fused vessels, string-like vessels and accessory vessels (Alpers and Berry, 1963).  This study is limited to the investigation of the effects of absent and string-like vessels.  

Prior research has resulted in a variety of computational solutions. Hillen et al. (1988) created a simple model valid solely for the steady state. This model represented the peripheral resistances of the CoW as lumped blocks with a ratio of 6:3:4 for the ACA2, MCA and PCA2 resistances respectively.  This ratio was chosen to inversely approximate the brain masses supplied by the corresponding arteries.  This model has limited clinical application due to its lack of auto-regulation and dynamic response.

Cassot et al. (2000) developed a linear model of the CoW.  This model neglected the effects of auto-regulation of the cerebral vascular bed in maintaining optimal efferent flow conditions to the cerebral mass.  Piechnik et al. (2002) concluded that this model made unrealistic assumptions of a passive resistor model of the downstream vascular bed, rather than including dynamic auto-regulation as seen clinically. 

Ferrandez et al. (2002) created a 2-dimensional model using computational fluid dynamics (CFD).  This model incorporates auto-regulation by modelling the arterioles downstream of the efferent arteries as porous blocks with variable resistors governed by a PI feedback controller. However, the dynamic resistance model is not accurate because changes are made to the resistance even when the correct reference flow rate has been obtained. This approach also requires a significant amount of computational effort due to the higher dimensional CFD employed, resulting in a long solution time that is not suitable for a simple, diagnostic tool.

Ursino and Lodi (1999) model auto-regulation by dynamically controlling the compliance of chambers based on volume changes.  However, the model does not solve for equilibrium between flow and auto-regulation changes.  Hence, it ignores the transient dynamics that the current research focuses on.  Hudetz et al. (1982) incorporate auto-regulation with integral (I) control based on pressures and flowrates, similar to the current research.  This model also focuses on the long-term steady state response, and therefore does not capture the crucial dynamics as to how that state is achieved. 









The resistance, R, is thus a function of the artery length, l, artery radius, r, and dynamic viscosity of blood, μ.  

Equation (1) is applied to each arterial element and combined with equations for the conservation of mass at each vessel junction into a matrix equation:

	 	(2)
where A is a matrix containing resistances for each arterial element, is a state vector containing flowrates through those arteries and nodal pressures at the end of the arteries such that , and  is a vector containing arterial and venous boundary pressures.  Note that if the afferent pressures in , which drive the system, change dynamically, a time-varying system is created.  The state vector, then also becomes time-dependent, as the solution varies with each deviation in afferent pressure.
	 	(3)

The system in Equation (3) more accurately represents typical behaviour, as these input pressures are not typically constant.  

It is assumed that constriction and dilation of the artery walls by smooth muscle cells does not occur in large cerebral arteries which remain relatively rigid (van der Zwan et al., 1993).  Since flowrate is inversely proportional to the fourth power of radius, small changes in the radius of small peripheral arteries will cause the greatest changes in flowrate.  As a result, the afferent and circulus arteries are modelled with constant resistances.   Data for length and radius of these arteries is found from known physiological data (Ferrandez et al., 2000), and the resulting resistances are calculated using Equation (1).  Finally, all resistances and flowrates have been normalised to the LICA for comparison with results in the literature, and to illustrate relative changes.  









The auto-regulation process can be described by a relatively simple feedback control system.  The efferent flowrate, q, is compared to the reference, or desired, flowrates, qref, for optimal perfusion, until the error is negligible.  The non-zero error triggers the auto-regulation response modelled by the controller, causing a change in efferent resistance that results in a modified flowrate. Note that the auto-regulation mechanism acts on ‘mean’ pressure, and as such pulsatile flow is not represented.  












whereis the time constant of the auto-regulatory response, R and Rref are the actual and reference resistances of the efferent artery respectively, and u(t) is a control input defined by Equation (5).  It should be noted that this model differs from that of Ferrandez et al (2002), where the dynamics were described by, in that it is the change in resistance from a steady state reference value that is of interest.  

Equations (5) and (7) are equated to model the time varying resistances of Figure 1.  These equations are combined with Equation (6) to create a non-linear system of equations.  This model is an improvement on many previous models in that it recognises the non-linearity of the system, and will require inner iterations to solve for equilibrium between the resistances and state variables coupled by Equations (5) - (7) at each time-step.  Although the model of Ferrandez et al. (2002) recognises this non-linearity, it takes significantly longer to reach a solution than the present one-dimensional model.

4. System Model and Numerical Solution





At each time step, inner iterations between Equations (6) and (7) are used to find the equilibrium solution for the combined system of equations at that time step.  To determine the efferent flowrates at each time-step, the control input for each vessel is calculated as in Equation (5) using the flowrate obtained from the previous solution of Equation (6) and comparing it to the reference flowrate.  Efferent resistances are then recalculated thus giving an improved estimate of the resistance value.  This value is then inspected to ensure it is within physiological limitations as set by Equation (4), and saturated if it exceeds the imposed limits.  Using the improved resistance values, the flowrates for the current time-step can be recalculated.  This process of obtaining improved resistance values and calculating corresponding flowrates is continued until the resistance and flowrates do not change between iterations, representing satisfaction of Equations (6) and (7).  Each time step is solved this way until the final time is reached.  Note that when the efferent flowrate is at its reference value, the control input tends to zero and a steady state response is achieved until the next perturbation of the afferent pressures.  

The overall system model allows for many variations in circle geometry.  To simulate an absent vessel, the resistance of that vessel is set to a large value ensuring negligible flow through that segment.  Similarly, simulation of string-like vessels can be performed by setting resistances to as much as sixteen times their original value. An increase in resistance of sixteen times is equivalent to a decrease in artery radius of 50% (Lodder et al., 1996). In addition, alterations of the afferent pressure time-dependent profiles are easily simulated.  These simulations have been used to model rapid pressure drops caused by a stenosis and surgical procedures such as a carotid endarterectomy, gradual pressure drops due to blood loss, and sinusoidal variations in pressure.  Therefore, several combinations of clinically verified geometries and situations can be modelled using far less computational effort than similar models using higher dimensional CFD.  




Control gains Kp, Ki, and Kd, are determined from the clinical data of Newell et al. (1994) by matching the percentage change and duration of the time-dependent velocity profiles in the MCA.  Newell et al. (1994) performed thigh cuff experiments in which releasing cuff pressure resulted in a 20% drop in blood pressure, which took approximately 20 seconds to return to normal asymptotic flow conditions.  These values are used as a reference to determine control gains for the auto-regulation dynamic model when simulating a stenosis in the RICA.

The complete CoW is modelled with venous pressures of 4mmHg and an arterial pressure drop from 93mmHg to 73mmHg in the RICA using the specific arterial resistances from Ferrandez et al. (2000).  Due to lack of data for the response of the ACA2 and the PCA2, these arteries were assumed to have a similar, approximately 20 second, response time.  Future work will aim to verify this assumption.  









5.2 Calculation of Results

The results displayed in the remainder of this research use a bar chart format.  Resistances and flowrates have been normalised to the LICA, such that the flowrates through each vessel are shown in a comparative, rather than an absolute sense.  The x-axis follows the circle clockwise starting at the BA, with flowrates through afferent and circulus arteries shown on the left, and flowrates through efferent arteries on the right.  Bars below the x-axis indicate that flow is in the opposite direction to that assumed by the sign convention in Figure 1.  Schematic figures show flow directions after the pressure drop, where solid arrows indicate a change in direction of flow from the steady state, pre-pressure drop case, and open arrows indicate that the flow direction has not changed. 
5.3 Balanced Configuration

The ‘normal’ flow balanced configuration case with resistance values taken from physiological data (Ferrandez et al., 2000) are used as a baseline for analysing results.  This case shows zero flowrate through the ACoA and equal flowrates across each of the left and right sections of the circle.  The symmetry in the flow is due to the symmetrical nature of the resistances in the circle and the incoming flows.  The high PCoA resistances (160 times higher than ICA) dominate the flow pattern reducing the flow to a minimal amount in these elements, and result in the BA supplying the efferent PCA’s, and the ICA’s supplying the efferent MCA’s and ACA’s.  These results are in good agreement with the accepted physiological response (Newell et al. 1994). 









5.4  Absent ACoA

An absent or restricted ACoA is a common physiological condition. (Alpers et al., 1959). Under ‘normal’ conditions an absent ACoA poses no threat to brain function as shown by the flowrate of zero in the ACoA in the balanced configuration under ‘normal’ flow conditions.  The complication of the omission of the ACoA is only significant under flow conditions such as a stenosis or occlusion of an afferent artery, where other arteries are absent, or where there is asymmetry in the circle.  

Unlike the balanced case, the simulated stenosis/occlusion in the RICA in the absent ACoA case results in little change from the ‘normal’ flow case.  The reason for the low change is that the RICA is now required, in conjunction with the BA, to supply all of the efferent vessels on the right side (distal RACA and RPCA, and RMCA).  More specifically, the flow from the LICA cannot be rerouted though the ACoA, and the RPCoA assists only minimally in meeting the right efferent demands because of its very high resistance.  Flow in the left portion of the brain is virtually unaffected by the stenosis/occlusion in the RICA.  The flow through both proximal ACA’s are exactly the same as the ‘normal’ flow case, showing the anterior section of the brain to be unaffected by this pressure drop.





5.5 Absent RACA1 or LACA1

This case was very similar to an absent ACoA response with very little difference between the ‘normal flow’ and stenosis/occlusion situations, especially in the left portion of the brain.  The only significant response immediately after the RICA stenosis/occlusion was in the adjoining RMCA, where the flowrate dropped 21% before returning to its asymptotic value.  In both the absent proximal RACA and LACA ‘normal’ flow cases, the flowrate through the ACoA is much higher than any other case and over five times higher than the next highest ACoA flowrate.

From all the cases where the geometry of the CoW is missing a single vessel, the LACA case showed the largest immediate drop in flowrate through the distal RACA when the pressure drop was simulated, with a drop of 21%.  Flow through both ACA2’s was also significantly affected, but returns to the desired flowrate.  Also of interest, was that the stenosis/occlusion had absolutely no effect on the flow in the LMCA.  The absence of the proximal LACA and the high resistance in the LPCoA essentially isolates the LMCA.  Of the flow supplied by the LICA, only 5% is diverted away from the LMCA through the LPCoA to this artery.

5.6 Absent LPCoA or RPCoA

Missing either of the PCoA’s has little effect in the ‘normal flow’ case due to their high resistances.  An absent LPCoA has less effect than an absent RPCoA in the right side stenosis/occlusion case, as it is the furthest of the circle vessels from the pressure drop.  Hence, the response is very similar to the balanced case with the only significant difference being the flow through the ACoA.  An absent RPCoA does not increase the BA flow, as in the balanced case and absent LPCoA case, as an increased BA flow cannot compensate for the reduced RICA flow with the RPCoA vessel missing.  Immediately following the stenosis/occlusion, the RMCA is most affected in both the absent left and right PCoA cases, as it is in the balanced case, with the distal PCA’s the least affected.

5.7 Absent RPCA1 or LPCA1

With the RPCA1 missing, the BA cannot supply the RPCA2 as it would in all other cases.  Consequently, the flowrate through the BA is over 45% less than the other omitted artery cases already discussed in both the ‘normal flow’ and stenosis/occlusion situations.  There is a much larger response to the RICA pressure drop in the RPCA2 than in any other case with a reduction of 31% before auto-regulation returns it to the asymptotic flow state.  There was no change in the flowrate through the RPCoA between ‘normal flow’ and stenosis/occlusion cases, however the flowrate was over 20 times higher than any of the other absentee cases.

As in the absent RPCA1 case, the BA flowrate is much lower in the absent LPCA1 case than in any other cases.  The flowrate demanded from the LICA was highest in this absentee situation.  The stenosis/occlusion case demanded a 44% increase in flowrate through the LICA from the ‘normal’ flow case.  The LICA supplies the efferent LMCA and LPCA, and the BA supplies the distal RPCA and RMCA.  In the ‘normal’ flow case the distal LACA is supplied by the LICA, and supply from the LICA also reaches the distal RACA.  With the reduction in flow in the RICA due to the pressure drop, the distal RACA and even the RMCA need to obtain a part of their demand from the LICA.  

5.8 Stroke Risk Case










A one-dimensional CFD model of the Circle of Willis has been created to study auto-regulation of cerebral blood flow for clinical events such as occlusions or stenosis in afferent arteries, absent or string-like circle vessels, or arterial infarctions.  The model is a significant advancement over pre-existing models in its incorporation of inner iterations at each solution time-step to find the equilibrium state, within physiological limitations.  The addition of the inner iterations recognises the non-linearity of the cerebral circulatory system and the auto-regulation process in particular.  Time varying resistance accounts for vaso-dilation and vaso-constriction of the efferent arteries such that a constant flowrate to the cerebral territories can be obtained after occlusion/stenosis in any afferent artery.  

Results show good correlation with prior results using higher dimensional CFD (Ferrandez et al., 2002) with the same physiological data (Newell et al., 1994).  The time-dependent velocity profiles in the MCA were matched to give a 20% decrease in flowrate, followed by approximately 20 seconds to return to steady state conditions in response to a stenosis/occlusion in the RICA.  The solution for the CoW arterial system is obtained in a far shorter time period using this time-varying resistance model than with higher dimensional CFD methods, and requires significantly less computational effort while retaining a high level of accuracy.

The model created has simulated the omission of any single circulus artery and found that no such omission leads to failure in reaching the required efferent flowrates for a RICA occlusion. This result highlights the known robustness of the CoW system in supplying the cerebral mass territories.  A physiologically realistic case in which there is failure to reach the reference efferent flowrates was developed and simulated.  While this particular case is not especially probable, it highlights the effectiveness of this model as a tool for determining potential outcomes of surgical or other therapies.
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Table 1: Abbreviations used in Figure 1 and throughout the text

































































Figure 4: Normalised Flowrate through the CoW before and after pressure drop, in the Balanced Configuration Case





















Table 2: Comparison of Results with Ferrandez (2002)

















































































Right Efferent Arterial Response

Left Efferent Arterial Response





Are x and R the same as in the prior loop? ie has equilibrium been obtained
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